Your Way to GHOTEL hotel & living Koblenz

**Travelling by train:**
Get off at Koblenz Main Station and leave the station through the main entrance. Walk straight ahead towards the bus station. GHOTEL hotel & living Koblenz is located on the right hand side.

**Travel by car from Koblenzer Kreuz/Dernbacher Dreieck:**
Leave the motorway A48 at the exit Koblenz-Nord and follow the B9 in the direction of Koblenz-Zentrum. Large traffic signs, which show a train icon, will lead you to Koblenz Main Station. Follow them over the Hohenzollernstraße. Cross the crossroads Hohenzollernstraße/Markenbildchenweg. At the next traffic lights, take right into Neversstraße. After 50 metres, take a right once more and you will reach GHOTEL hotel & living Koblenz, which is located on the right side shortly before the cross-walk.

**Travel by car from Neuwied/Lahnstein:**
Follow B42 in the direction of Koblenz-Zentrum, cross the river Rhine on the bridge „Pfaffendorfer Brücke“ and keep left. Large traffic signs, which show a train icon, will lead you to Koblenz Main Station. Follow them to the left. Follow the signs of Deutsche Bahn to the left until you reach the main station. Cross the crossroads Hohenzollernstraße/Markenbildchenweg. At the next traffic lights, take a right into Neversstraße. After 50 metres, take another right and you will reach GHOTEL hotel & living Koblenz, which is located on the right side shortly before the cross-walk.

**Travel by car from the South, from the cities of Bingen and Boppard:**
Follow B9 and in the direction of „Stadion Oberwerth“. Turn right immediately after the ARAL petrol station. Follow the signs „Hauptstrichtung“ to the next traffic lights, where you have to turn left. Now you are driving onto Hohenzollernstraße. Turn left again at the fourth traffic lights into Neversstraße. After 50 metres, take a right and you will reach GHOTEL hotel & living Koblenz, which is located on the right side shortly before the cross-walk.

**Underground car-park:**
There is an underground-car park with direct access to the hotel. If you wish to park your car there, just follow the traffic signs in the direction of the main station and you will get there automatically. Alternatively, enter the following address in your navigation system: Markenbildchenweg 38, 56068 Koblenz.
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